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2the experimental data for atomic PNC. Agreement with the standard model is excellent.
As an application of our approach we have also calculated the dependence of the Lamb shift on the nite nuclear
size. Agreement of our analytical formula with results of previous computations [19, 20] is perfect. Structure of the
present paper is following. In Sec. II we discuss the general structure of the PNC amplitude. In Secs. III and IV
we calculate logarithmic parts of the self-energy and the vertex contributions, respectively. In Sec.V we calculate the
linear in Z correction to the PNC amplitude. In Sec. VI we calculation the dependence of the Lamb shift on the
nite nuclear size. Finally in Sec. VII we analyze experimental data on atomic PNC and present our conclusions.
II. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE PNC AMPLITUDE
The strong relativistic enhancement is a special property of the atomic PNC eect. The relativistic enhancement










. The factor is R 3 for Cs and R  9 for Tl,





fm  1:5 Z
1=3
fm: (1)
The relativistic enhancement factor R is divergent at r
0
! 0. This makes the relativistic behavior of PNC very much
dierent from the behavior of the hyperne structure. The logarithmic enhancement of radiative corrections mentioned
above is closely related to the existence of the factor R. The Feynman diagram for the leading contribution to the




states as well as diagrams for one loop radiative corrections are shown in
Fig.1(a) and Fig.1(b-f), respectively. Strictly speaking the diagrams in Figs.1(b-f) are not quite well dened because
they describe the matrix element between states with dierent energies, so it is not clear what energy corresponds to
the external legs. However the external legs describe states of the external atomic electron, say 6s, 6p, 7s,... states in
Cs, that have very small binding energies of the order of m
2
(m is the electron mass). Therefore, the uncertainty in
the denition of the diagrams appears only in the order 
3
(Z) which we do not consider in the present work. The
ca b
d e f
FIG. 1: (a) Leading contribution to the PNC matrix element. (b-f) One loop radiative corrections. The double line is the exact
electron Green's function in the Coulomb eld of the nucleus, the cross denotes the nucleus, the zigzag and the dashed lines
denote Z-boson and photon, respectively.
diagram Fig.1(b) corresponds to a modication of the electron wave function because of the vacuum polarization.






















where b = exp(1=(2)   C   5=6), C  0:577 is the Euler constant, and f  1 is some smooth function of Z
independent of r
0
. Hereafter we denote by Æ the relative value of the correction. So, Eq. (2) represents the ratio of
diagrams Fig.1(b) and Fig.1(a).
The renormalization of the nuclear weak charge Q
W
from the scale of the W-boson mass down to q = 0 was
performed in Refs. [13, 14]. However, as has been pointed out in Ref. [17], atomic experiments correspond to
q  1=r
0
 30MeV, see also Ref. [22]. The correction due to renormalization from q = 0 to q = 1=r
0
is described by















)   0:1% ; (3)
where 
W




 0:2230, see Ref. [5].
3Diagrams Fig.1(e) and Fig.1(f) correspond to the contributions of the electron self-energy operator and the vertex
operator, respectively. Neither of these diagrams is invariant with respect to the gauge transformation of the elec-
















) + B ; (4)
where A and B are functions of Z, and the constant b is dened after Eq.(2). In the leading approximation in the




and B = a
1
(Z). In the work [17] we have also obtained




. The estimates were based on an assumption of analogy between
the polarization operator and the self-energy operator. This assumption and hence the preliminary estimates proved to




exactly. Moreover, we also calculate the function
A exactly in the parameter Z. The functions A and B are calculated by dierent methods. For calculation of A we
use electron Green's functions in the Coulomb eld at r  
C
and the Feynman gauge. The non-logarithmic term B
we nd using the eective operator method and the Fried-Yennie gauge [23]. The method is based on calculation of
the low-energy scattering amplitude in the potential induced by Z-boson exchange.




states. The wave function of the external electron















 =  (  n)
 are spherical spinors[24]. Calculation of the weak interaction matrix element in the

































is the Fermi constant, and (r) is the density of the nucleus normalized as
R
(r)dr = 1. At small distances,
r Z
C
, the electron mass can be neglected compared to the Coulomb potential energy, and solution of the Dirac
equation for the radial wave functions reads
F = Nr
 1






where  =  1 for s
1=2
-state and  = 1 for p
1=2
-state, and N is some constant dependent on the wave-function behavior
at large distances (r  a
B
) [21]. Calculation of the constant N is a very complex many-body problem, see Refs.[7, 8].
Fortunately, the constant is cancelled out from the relative correction which we consider. Due to Eq. (7) the matrix
element (6) is divergent at r
0





. This leads to the strong relativistic enhancement factor mentioned
above.
The correction to M
0
related to the diagram Fig.1(e) can be obtained as follows. The electron self-energy operator
 being substituted to the Dirac equation, m! m+, leads to the Lamb shift of energy levels and to the modication
of electron wave functions, see, e.g., Ref. [24]. The wave function modication inuences the matrix element of the
weak interaction. We will call the Dirac equation with account of the self-energy operator the modied Dirac equation.
It is convenient to search for solution of the modied Dirac equation in the form (5) with substitutions F !
F (1 + F
(1)






are corrections due to the self energy. Using this form in Eq.(6)































































are independent of r at r  Z
C


































4where x =   ln(r=
C















  (   )F
(2)

















] + a ; (11)






























), and by const we denote Z-dependent terms that do not contain the large logarithm L. It will












. Hence, the correction Æ
e















L + const : (13)






are odd functions of Z. Therefore, the factor before the logarithm L is an
even function of Z and hence the leading term of Z-expansion of this function is proportional to (Z)
2
. The const
in Eq.(13) can be determined from the condition that the correction to the wave function is orthogonal to the solution
of the non-modied Dirac equation. Therefore, the main contribution to the const comes from the distances r  
C
,
and hence the leading term of Z-expansion of the const is proportional to (Z). The correction Æ
f
corresponding
to the diagram in Fig.1(f) has the same properties as Æ
e
.
III. LOGARITHMIC CONTRIBUTION OF THE SELF-ENERGY OPERATOR
At r  
C






























where G is the electron Green's function in the Coulomb eld, g

D is the photon Green's function in the Feynman
gauge. In (14) we have deformed the contour of integration over the energy  in such a way that it coincides with the











































































































(x) is the Legendre polynomial, I
2
is the modied Bessel





















































































































































. The explicit form of the


















 ,  = E=r
2
we obtain the following expression for the




































(y)(Z) sin   (Z)
2



























  2x+ 1, y = 2E
p
= sinh s. It is obvious from this formula that A
SE
is an even function
of Z.









) and derivative of this Æ-function. To account for











, require the ultraviolet regularization. It
...
FIG. 2: The electron self energy expanded in powers of the Coulomb eld. The solid line is the free electron Green's function,
the cross denotes the nucleus, and the dashed line denotes the photon.













is independent of the
regularization parameter because of the Ward identity. The operators 
n
(n  2) do not require any regularization.
Note that 
1




corresponds to that of the
operators 
2n



























contribute only to A
(01)
SE
. To overcome the problem with singularity we calculate A
(01)
SE




. A simple calculation in









































where  is the parameter of the regularization, and #(x) is the step-function. Because of the Dirac equation, p^ =
( Z=r)
0
 , the operator 
0








































The operator (21) has the same -matrix structure as that of 
1




























































T = y(1   xy)p
2
2








The Fourier transform of Eqs. (5),(7) gives the following result for the s
1=2
wave function in momentumrepresentation






















































































































=. Note that even at
Z = 90 the exact value of A
(01)
SE




one has to subtract from (18) the contribution (25). To do this we subtract from the integrand in
(18) the rst term of its Z-expansion at xed . The point is that  in the integrand comes from the wave function,
but not from the self-energy operator. Therefore, doing this subtraction one has to consider  as an independent
parameter. After the subtraction we make substitutions E = "=2
p
 and  = exp(2 ), and take the integral over the

























exp [ "(D + cosh  coth s)]  ;





















)A cosh(2 ) [sin I
2




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) . After that we substitute
(29) in equation (28) and take the integral over r
3



































































































































Then we substitute the photon propagator (17) and the electron wave functions (5), (7), and nd the following




































































F = (1  x
2









































integration over  with logarithmic accuracy in limits r
0
<  < 
C
, and take integrals over all the angles except of




. This gives the following expression for the contribution of the vertex operator

























































































































































































































































The following notation are used:











= t coth s
1
+ (1=t) coth s
2
+ jt  1=tj ; D
+
= t coth s
1
+ (1=t) coth s
2
+ (t+ 1=t) : (35)
The part of the vertex that is independent of Z requires the ultraviolet regularization and hence is dependent on
the regularization parameter. In fact we have put the regularization parameter to be equal to 1=r
0
. The corresponding
Z-independent term in Eq.(34) equals to =2. One should also take into account the term that provides the correct

















































Straightforward calculation of this contribution with logarithmic accuracy gives  L=2. Note that there are no
Z-dependent logarithmic terms in (36). As a result the "normalization" contribution cancels out exactly the Z-
independent term in A
V
. In essence this cancellation is a direct consequence of the Ward identity. The leading term
of Z-dependent part of A
V
















Numerical calculation of integrals in Eq. (34) together with account of the normalization contribution (36) gives the
function A
V
exactly in Z. This function is plotted in Fig. 4


















The function A(Z) with account of all orders in Z is plotted in Fig. 5
V. LINEAR IN Z RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS
In the leading (Z) approximation, it is convenient to derive the non-logarithmic term of the radiative correction






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a b c d
p p p p
k k k k k k k
FIG. 6: Self-energy and vertex radiative corrections to the forward scattering amplitude. The zigzag line denotes Z-boson and
the dashed line denotes photon. The cross denotes the nucleus. Contribution of each diagram must be doubled because of
permutation of Z-boson and Coulomb lines.


















































































































Here the incoming electron has the momentum p
2







(1  y) + p
2






















































































































































































































The curve corresponding to this formula is shown in Fig.7 by the dotted line pnc1. By the dashed line pnc2 we show
the correction Æ
ef
calculated with the exact in Z function A. The solid line pnc in the same Fig.7 shows the total




(Eq.(2), Fig.1(b)). The leading unaccounted
contribution in Æ
ef















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Now we can perform a consistent analysis of the experimental data on atomic parity violation since all the contribu-
tions are known. In our analysis for Cs we include the theoretical value of the PNC amplitude from Refs. [7, 8, 9, 10]
E
PNC







as well as the  0:61% correction due to the Breit interaction [12], the  0:85% radiative correction calculated in the
present work, the +0:42% vacuum polarization correction [16, 17], the  0:2% neutron skin correction [35], the  0:08%
correction due to the renormalization of Q
W
from the atomic momentum transfer q  30MeV down to q = 0 [17],





= term unaccounted in the present calculation is about 0:05  0:1%. In Ref. [4] the ratio E
PNC
= has been
measured with 0.35% accuracy. Here  is the vector transition polarizability. An analysis of the recent data on  has
been performed in Ref.[10]. We use the value  = 26:99(5)a
3
B
obtained in [10]. Combining all these results we obtain
the following value of the nuclear weak charge Q
W








This value agrees with prediction of the standard model, Q
W
=  73:090:03, see Ref. [5]. We have used the neutron
skin correction in our analysis. However, in our opinion, status of this correction is not quite clear because data on
the neutron distribution used in Ref. [35] are not quite consistent with data on the neutron distributions obtained
from proton scattering, see e. g. Ref. [36].
In the analysis for Tl we have included the theoretical value of the PNC amplitude from Refs. [6], as well as the
 0:88% correction due to the Breit interaction [37], the  1:48% radiative correction calculated in the present work,
the +0:90% vacuum polarization correction [17], the  0:2% neutron skin correction, the  0:08% correction due to
the renormalization of Q
W
from the atomic momentum transfer q  30MeV down to q = 0 [17], and the +0:01%
contribution from the electron-electron weak interaction [17]. Using these theoretical results we obtain from the data
[3] the following value of the nuclear weak charge Q
W
at zero momentum transfer







This agrees with prediction of the standard model, Q
W
=  116:7 0:1, see Ref. [5]. Values of the weak charge Q
W
obtained in the present work dier a little from that reported in [18]. There are two reasons for the dierence, a) in
the present work we have used a slightly dierent value for Cs vector transition polarizability, this value is probably
more accurate, b) in the present work calculation of the logarithmic term in the radiative correction is performed
exactly in Z, while in [18] we have used only the leading term of Z-expansion.
Concluding, we have calculated the radiative corrections to the eect of atomic parity violation, the corrections
are enhanced by the collective electric eld of the nucleus . This calculation has allowed us to perform a consistent
analysis of the experimental data on the nuclear weak charge. Agreement with the standard model is within 0:6.
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